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Where Indians Hold Hostages at Wounded Knee, S.D.

Shown from about 3,500 feet is Wounded Knee, S.D., where earlier reportedly seized weapons and supplies from the trading post
members of the American Indian Movement (AIM) held hostages located in the cluster of buildings, right, at the tiny community on
Wednesday at Sacred Heart Roman Catholic Church, left. Indians the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation.
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A' lawman carrying two shotguns arrives in a light plane at the airport in Pine Ridge, S.D., Wednesday. Pine Ridge is located about 10 miles
southwest of Wounded Knee.
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• Indian men pass the time Wednesday at Pine
Ridge waiting for news of the trouble at Wounded

Knee. Man at left rolls a cigarette while sitting in the
sun with other men.

Young Indians who attend the Indian High
School at Pine Ridge are shown sitting on a wall out-

side an old church Wednesday. School was not held
because of the disturbance at Wounded Knee.
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INDIANS-

' T h e government has two
choicest either they attack and
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United States never keeps its
treaty commitments."
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